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Awakening Aesth
T i* and
Terri*
d her
h ffourth-grade
th
d class
l
h
have adopted
d t d a section
ti
of the community greenway near their school. Periodically,
when the weather is good, they take an hour or so to tidy
their segment of the path, picking up fallen branches and
trash. Back in the classroom, they brainstorm about what
they might do to make the trail more inviting. Ideas that have
surfaced include bringing back native wildﬂowers, locating
park benches beside the stream, and placing birdhouses
with whimsical slogans at the edge of the woods. The class
has already begun implementing some of these plans.
¸¸¸
Robert* teaches English to 7th graders. To stimulate creative writing, he has his students listen to a selection of

___________________________________________________________________
*Not their real names.
4

iinstrumental
t
t l music,
i sometimes
ti
taken
t k from
f
the
th ImpressionI
i
ist period. Robert explains how composers often endeavor
to depict an event or a mood through music. While the
students listen, he asks them to create a short story or a
piece of poetry that has a “good ﬁt” with the feel of the
music.
¸¸¸
Sandra,* the principal of a large elementary school,
has become increasingly concerned about grafﬁti that is
appearing along the corridors. In a staff meeting, Sandra
asked the teachers to brainstorm about what they might
do. An idea that emerged was to create murals on the
hallways throughout the school. Sandra thought it would
be a good idea for students to participate in the project.
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First, each homeroom teacher and his or her students
chose themes that they would like to see depicted, such
as friendship, ecosystems, cooperation, and the idea
that “everyone is special” regardless of race or ethnicity. Sandra contacted a community artist to create outlines on the walls portraying the various themes. Groups
of students, with everyone having a part, applied the
base colors to the murals, and the artist added ﬁnishing touches. It has now been more than a year since the
murals were created, and the “grafﬁti problem” has not
reappeared.

The rationale for including the arts
in the curriculum is educationally
sound and ﬁts well with the Christian concepts of individual freedom, creative expression, and a
cultivation of the love of beauty.

W

hat do these vignettes have in
common" In each case, an educator focused intentionally on
aesthetics and sought to raise
students’ awareness about the
aesthetic dimension of their lives.
To increase students’ appreciation
and understanding of aesthetic elements, it is necessary to
intentionally create learning experiences that bring them into
contact with beauty and call for creative thought and expression. Educators must showcase aesthetics.1
Concepts
Recently, I was asked to help choose a boardroom table.
One way to look at a table, I discovered, was to see it in
purely utilitarian, economic terms—its resale value, for
example, or its practicality, such as how many people it

6WDLQHGJODVVZLQGRZ&ROOHJHFKXUFK8QLRQ&ROOHJH

thetic Awareness
would
ld seat. Another
A h way was to take
k a technical,
h i l scieni
ti¿c approach—describing the table in terms of its height,
strength, type of wood, and ¿nish. There is a third way to
view the table, however—an aesthetic response—noting the
warm color tones, pleasing proportions, texture, and style.
Although all are necessary, this latter perspective is the aesthetic response.
Aesthetics can be de¿ned as a ³branch of philosophy that
deals with the nature and expression of beauty.´2 It may further be described as a set of ³psychological responses to
beauty and artistic experiences.´
In essence, the aesthete, or person who is highly sensitive
to art and beauty, seeks to view all elements of life appreciatively. This point of view combines emotional, intellectual, and spiritual factors—a synthesis that causes the aes-
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thete to seek to better comprehend every experience or object
that could be described as beautiful or creatively expressive.
Consequently, embedded within the concept of aesthetics, we
often ¿nd the underlying constructs of beauty and creativity.
The de¿nition of beauty seems elusive—so intangible
that many contemporary writers make no attempt to de¿ne

image,6 the Bible describes Him as Creator. Thus,
whatever else it may mean, to be created in the
image of God must mean to be creative.
Christ, in His teaching, emphasized that ³every
teacher of the law who has been instructed about the kingdom of heaven is like the owner of a house who brings out of
his storeroom new treasures as well as old.´7 Consequently,
as teachers, we are to bring out of the ³treasure house´ not
only things well-tested by time, but also those that are new.
Such freshness implies original thought and creative action;
and each creation—whether sculpture,
architecture, painting, literature, drama,
or music—represents a novel aesthetic
work that brings with it a crisp awareness and a unique message.

To increase students’ appreciation and understanding of aesthetic elements, it is necessary to intentionally create learning experiences that bring them into
contact with beauty and call for creative thought
and expression.
it.3 Even 3lato, who stressed ultimate meaning, failed in his
attempt to delineate beauty. For the purpose of this article,
at least, let’s attempt an operational de¿nition To say that
something is beautiful implies that there is a satisfying relationship between ³ourselves´ (with our capacities, past experience, and training) and an ³object´ (with its sounds, colors,
textures, and shapes). Thus, beauty is found not only in the
object itself, nor solely in the ³eye of the beholder,´ but rather
in the multifaceted relationship between the two, a relationship that seems to us appropriate and pleasing.
What is creativity" It is the ability to invent or express what
has never before existed, at least not in that particular form.
This creative capacity is a divine attribute, given to humans
at the very beginning of time.4 One of Adam’s ¿rst tasks, for
example, was to provide unique names for the animals.5 It
is also signi¿cant that in the only description of God given
prior to the statement that human beings were formed in His
6

Origin
I clearly remember the ¿rst time I
strapped on my diving gear and slid
beneath the warm waters of a tropical
reef where I saw ¿sh, coral, sea fans, and anemones, in an
exotic array of color, texture, and form! All the more remarkable, because for thousands of years, few, if any, human
beings had been able to see its beauty. It was evident to me
that God loves creating beauty simply for the sheer joy of it.
The idea that beauty has a divine origin seems to have biblical support. Descriptions of Eden and of the New Jerusalem,
each designed by God, incorporate aesthetic elements.8 The
Bible writers, moreover, associate God with the concept of
beauty. ³He has made everything beautiful in its time.´9
Aesthetic awareness also incorporates the concept of the
abundant life—³I have come,´ Christ said, ³that they may
have life, and have it to the full.´10 It seems signi¿cant that
He attended wedding celebrations and provided additional
refreshments, that He called the attention of His listeners to
the loveliness of Àowers, and invited His disciples to join
Him in singing.11 Although no sanction is given for emotional
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intoxication, it appears evident that one can follow
Christ and concurrently enjoy aesthetic experiences. The Scriptures, in fact, declare ³<ou have
made known to me the path of life; you will ¿ll me
with joy in your presence, with eternal pleasures at
your right hand.´12
Strategies
How does one cultivate in students creative
expression, aesthetic awareness, and an appreciation of beauty" A good place to start, of course,
is for the teacher to model fascination with the
aesthetic dimensions of life—intentionally seeking out artistic experiences, showcasing evidences
of beauty, and endeavoring to personally fashion
aesthetic creations.
There are also a variety of strategies that will
help to foster in students an understanding and
appreciation of aesthetics—approaches that have
$QGUHZV8QLYHUVLW\6FLHQFH&RPSOH[
been tested in the crucible of educational practice.
In addition to the techniques mentioned in the
opening scenarios, effective methods include the
 Ask students to describe an object, place, or experience
following
using a multisensory approach. They could, for example,
 Establish a rich learning environment that supports creview a realistic painting and imagine what the environativity, spontaneity, and reÀection.
ment sounds like; listen to music and visualize what is being
 Discuss with students the elements and criteria of beauty
depicted; read a story and describe the feeling of being there.
and creativity within various subject areas, incorporating a
 Encourage students to discuss feelings, emotions, sensaChristian perspective.
tions, and the meanings of events in their lives.
 Teach students to practice keen observation, keep a
 Explore with students how the aesthetic appeal of the
descriptivereÀective journal, and share their insights with
medium modi¿es the impact of the message, perhaps in areas
others.
such as Web design, the layout of print material, product
 Encourage students to use technology to capture or create packaging, advertisements, interactive online spaces, movies,
images and sounds, and creatively integrate these into unique etc.
and innovative presentations.
 Incorporate the best in literature, music, drama, and
 Have students explore patterns, textures, color, and
works of painting and sculpture within the learning environshapes within nature (e.g., crystals, feathers, leaves, spiders’
ment.
webs, fractals).
 Encourage students to engage in creative movement
http://jae.adventist.org
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ments today are devoid of
aesthetic beauty. Drab buildings, dingy of¿ces, dull, utilitarian classrooms, and concrete play areas coalesce to
produce a dreary learning
experience.
If we wish to develop in
our students an appreciation of the aesthetic, we must
transform our schools into
places of delight. We can
start by making our campuses havens of beauty and
tranquility. This, of course,
cannot happen without planning and an investment of
time, effort, and resources.
The master plan for the
6WXGHQWVJDWKHUIRUIHOORZVKLSLQDEHDX
school
must consciously
WLIXOURFNDQGZDWHUJDUGHQDW6RXWKHUQ
-1$QGUHZVVWDWXH$QGUHZV8QLYHUVLW\
incorporate aesthetic ele$GYHQWLVW8QLYHUVLW\

ments—perhaps a distinctive
architectural theme for the
through mime, drama, or shadow art.
various buildings, horticul Explore the components of aesthetic expression in a varitural and artistic landscape
ety of cultures and subcultures, such as Japanese poetry,
elements, courtyards, and
Gothic architecture, hip hop graf¿ti, Chinese art, or Native
open expanses of green, to
American traditional dress.
mention a few possibilities.14
 Arrange for students to personally experience the aesIn the case of existing
thetic productions of diverse cultures and ethnic groups, such
facilities, the academic comas folk art and music, ethnic literature, food, and celebrations.
munity might embark on a
 Highlight the arts (visual, auditory, literary, and draprogram of beauti¿cation.
matic) as opportunities for imaginative thought and creative
This is particularly important
self-expression.
for students, for not only will
they engage in active learnIssues
ing within this environment,
Within education, we confront a number of issues involvbut they will also seek to preserve what they have worked
ing aesthetics. In this article, we will examine two of these—
to beautify. One such project, which has become a central
creating an attractive learning environment, and incorporatfocus of a number of schools, is to create a prayer garden—
ing the arts into the curriculum.
a place of meditation that blends the color and fragrance of
Creating an inviting learning environment. God placed
Àowering plants, the songs of birds, and the sound of runAdam and Eve in a garden—a beautiful setting with ³trees
ning water. Similar aesthetic projects could be undertaken for
that were pleasing to the eye and good for food.´13 There was
classrooms, hallways, and of¿ces, as well as for the cafeteria,
also a river in Eden that encircled the land of Havilah, ³where library, and student center. Each represents a concerted effort
there is gold, and the gold of that land is good; aromatic resin
to make the school an oasis of beauty.
and onyx are also there.´ These ¿rst human beings were not
The place of the arts in the curriculum. 3oliticians and,
only to enjoy their aesthetic surroundings; they were commis- at times, even educators have questioned the role of the arts in
sioned to make Eden even more beautiful. This garden was
the academic program.15 Such critics typically regard the arts
humanity’s ¿rst school.
as frivolous and irrelevant to serious learning. Can a convincHistorically, the place of learning was set amid natural
ing argument be made for the inclusion of the arts in the curbeauty. The word academy refers to the grove of trees planted riculum"
in ancient Athens in honor of Academus. Here 3lato and
As one converses with students, teachers, and parents,
Socrates met with other inquisitive minds in the shade of an
it is clear that the aesthetic experiences gained through the
olive tree. Today, we refer to the academic grounds as a camarts yield important bene¿ts.16 Students are encouraged to
pus, which in Latin signi¿es an open landscape, perhaps with develop creativity, imagination, reÀection, and self-expresscattered trees. Unfortunately, many of our learning environsion. Through personal engagement with the arts, they

Aesthetics can
be deﬁned as
. . . . a set of
“psychological
responses to
beauty and
artistic experiences.”
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Beauty is found
not only in the
object itself,
nor solely in
the “eye of the
beholder,” but
rather in the
multifaceted
relationship
between the
two.

observe with greater sensitivity, recapture lost spontaneity,
and resist the tyranny of the technical. Breaking the constraints of routine, presupposition, and convention, they
escape the familiar—hearing new frequencies, perceiving
new perspectives, ¿nding new voices, and experiencing a
sudden sense of new possibilities and new beginnings.
The arts speak to the emotions, the intellect, and the spirit.
They stimulate and enhance the learner’s inner life. Furthermore, given the multi-faceted nature of intelligence, focusing
on aesthetics will help students whose gifts lie in the arts to
develop their talents.
In conclusion, the rationale for including the arts in the curriculum is educationally sound and ¿ts well with the Christian concepts of individual freedom, creative expression, and
a cultivation of the love of beauty.
Clearly, aesthetic experiences are life changing—opening
up new horizons, dispelling the mists of routine and convention, and linking students in rich and meaningful ways. As
educators, we must take the initiative to incorporate aesthetic
dimensions in the learning experience. 3erhaps in our job
descriptions, and in the school’s master plan, there should be
an embossed line ³To promote creativity, to highlight beauty,
and to awaken aesthetic delight.´ 
_____________________________________
JJohn Wesley Taylor, V, Ph.D., is Professor
of Education and Philosophy at Southern Adventist
University in Collegedale, Tennessee,
v
where
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w
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to exploring tropical reefs, he and his wife,
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also enjoy hiking the Great Smoky
M
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contacted at jwtv@southern.edu or by phone at (423) 236-2444.
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